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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

In this paper, we present a hypothetical learning trajectory (HLT)
aimed at supporting students in developing flexible ways of reasoning about matrices as linear transformations in the context of introductory linear algebra. In our HLT, we highlight the integral role of
the instructor in this development. Our HLT is based on the ‘Italicizing
N’ task sequence, in which students work to generate, compose, and
invert matrices that correspond to geometric transformations specified within the problem context. In particular, we describe the ways
in which the students develop local transformation views of matrix
multiplication (focused on individual mappings of input vectors to
output vectors) and extend these local views to more global views in
which matrices are conceptualized in terms of how they transform a
space in a coordinated way.
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1. Introduction
Hypothetical learning trajectories (HLTs) have been helpful for bridging the work of
researchers and practitioners; the construct supports the content-specific documentation of
common milestones and learning environments that support students’ progression across
those milestones. Although examples of HLTs exist in the research literature [1,2], there are
few examples in undergraduate mathematics [3] and none that we know of in undergraduate linear algebra. This paper offers a pragmatic contribution in basic research on undergraduate teaching and learning of linear algebra by describing an HLT in undergraduate
linear algebra, particularly with regard to supporting students’ thinking about matrices as
linear transformations.
An HLT serves the role of outlining a path that students can take to learning new content. We see our work as documenting a path to learning important ideas in linear algebra
relating to linear transformations. Part of documenting this path (HLT) is the role that the
teacher plays in this development. In this way, answering questions about the development
of student thinking and the role of the teacher creates a possible path, an existence proof
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of a path for student learning. Having such a model can aid other researchers, curriculum developers, and teachers. For researchers, it illustrates linear algebra understandings
that are possible for beginning mathematics and science students, and adds to the body
of knowledge documenting such understandings. For curriculum developers, it describes
potential paths for curriculum design. For teachers, it provides suggestions as to ways to
draw out their students’ understandings in this content area and perhaps more broadly.
In this paper, we specifically examine the following research questions in the context of
one classroom implementation of this HLT:
(1) What is the nature of student reasoning elicited, and how did that reasoning shift
across a task sequence designed to support student learning about matrices as linear
transformations in an introductory undergraduate linear algebra course?
(2) What moves and decisions did the instructor make in implementing this sequence
of tasks, and how did these relate to the trajectory of student reasoning?
In answering these questions, we characterize the development of student thinking about
linear transformations and how that development can be supported instructionally. In addition, we draw on and extend literature on student understanding of functions and linear
transformations [4–6].
There is a growing body of work within mathematics education design research that honours a tight integration of theory and practice. On one hand, research into student thinking
in mathematics informs the creation and enactment of instructional materials; on the other
hand, analysing the implementation of these instructional materials informs theory about
how students learn mathematics, both in content-specific ways and in general. The design
research approach of classroom teaching experiments [7], which is central to our work in
linear algebra, is especially well suited to this integration. The products of classroom teaching experiments often include both theoretical advances [8] as well as empirically grounded
instructional innovations [3,9,10]. One such research-based construct that directly informs
instructional practice is that of a hypothetical learning trajectory [1,2,11,12]. As described
by Simon [2], an HLT consists of the following three components: learning goals, learning
activities, and hypothetical learning processes. In this paper we present an HLT designed to
support students in developing an understanding of matrices as linear transformations. In
particular, we examine the evolution of students’ mathematical reasoning in the context of
a specific task sequence, and we explicitly attend to the role of the instructor in supporting
the mathematical development that takes place in the classroom enactment of this HLT.
To situate this work, we first present a discussion of theory and literature that informed
our work in developing these instructional materials to promote students’ understanding
of linear transformations. Next, we organize the results section in terms of the instructional
tasks in which students engage, using the HLT’s learning goals to provide a broad orientation to the section. For each task, we discuss what the students are being asked to do and
how this is significant in terms of our learning goals. To address our two research questions, we use data from a classroom teaching experiment [7] in linear algebra to describe
students’ mathematical activity as they engage in each task, and the role of the instructor
in supporting students in meeting the learning goals of the task sequence.
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2. Literature review
The challenges students may face when learning fundamental concepts in linear algebra are
well documented [13–20]. Linear algebra is a challenging course for students for a variety
of reasons, including: generalizing geometric ways of reasoning [17,21–23]; understanding
the symbolic notation of linear algebra [24,25]; working with formal definitions in linear
algebra [15]; and coordinating across the different modes or representations involved in
linear algebra [17,18].
The Linear Algebra Curriculum Study Group (LACSG) recommends that a first course
in linear algebra be matrix-based and focus on a geometrically motivated development of
Rn prior to a formal treatment of vector spaces [26]. In accordance with these recommendations, our research-based instructional sequence aims to support students in developing
flexible and productive ways of conceptualizing matrices as linear transformations. In this
sequence we limit the focus to matrix representations of linear transformations from R2 to
R2 that make use of the standard basis for both domain and codomain.
Three common interpretations of a matrix times a vector that are important for supporting student understanding of key ideas in introductory linear algebra are: linear combination interpretation, systems interpretation, and transformations interpretation [25]. In
a linear combination interpretation, the multiplication is viewed as a linear combination of
the column vectors of the matrix. A systems view of the matrix multiplication is typified by
an effort to reinterpret matrix multiplication as corresponding to a system of equations. In
a transformations interpretation, one conceives of the matrix as something that transforms
one vector into another vector. The HLT we detail offers a means by which instructors can
support students in developing a transformation interpretation of a matrix times a vector
to a more global view of how a linear transformation defined by a matrix affects an entire
space and how transformations can be composed.
Symbolization of algebraic ideas relies heavily on the use of variables and functions, and
research shows that students at the undergraduate level struggle in their interpretations of
functions [5,27,28]. Students tend to confuse functions with equations and formulas, and
exhibit difficulty in making sense of function notation [27,5]. Oehrtman et al. [5] identify the ability to conceive of ‘functions as general processes that accept input and produce
output’ (p. 154) as an essential understanding for conceptualizing both functions and their
inverses. We posit that students’ difficulties with functions are amplified in the realm of
linear algebra, where students must reckon with symbolization in multidimensional contexts. The HLT we lay out in this paper has the potential to support students in developing
productive ways of thinking about linear transformations as examples of functions in the
context of introductory linear algebra.

3. Theoretical framework
This development of the HLT in this paper draws on three instructional design heuristics
of Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) [29,30]. First, an instructional sequence should
be based on experientially real starting points. In other words, tasks that comprise an
instructional sequence should be set in a context that enables students to immediately
engage and make some initial mathematical progress. Second, the task sequence should be
designed to support students in progressing toward a set of mathematical learning goals
associated with the instructional sequence. Third, classroom activity should be structured
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so as to support students in developing models-of their mathematical activity that can then
be used as models-for subsequent mathematical activity [31]. In other words, the process
of students’ reasoning on a task becomes reified so that the outcome of that process of
reasoning can serve as a meaningful basis and starting point for students’ reasoning on
subsequent tasks [32].
In order to operationalize these RME heuristics into content-specific deliverables explicitly related to instruction, a number of researchers have used the construct of a hypothetical
learning trajectory. The construct of an HLT was initially developed for and has primarily
been used by both instructors and researchers with a focus on individual student learning in particular content domains [2,11,33,34]. In addition to this use, the construct has
been adapted by some to conjecture about the mathematical progress of a classroom as a
whole [1,35,36]. We hold the view that, in a classroom setting, individual student thinking shapes and is shaped by the mathematical progress of the classroom community [37].
Indeed, Cobb et al. [35] describe an HLT as ‘consisting of conjectures about the collective
mathematical development of the classroom community’ (p. 117), and Gravemeijer et al.
[1] describe it as a ‘possible taken-as-shared learning route for the classroom community’
(p. 52). We follow this adaptation of the construct for the social perspective, adding here the
explicit consideration of the role of the instructor as an integral aspect in the sense making
that takes place in the classroom enactment.
In elaborating our HLT, we consider an HLT to be a storyline about teaching and learning that occurs over an extended period of time. The storyline includes four interrelated
aspects:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Learning goals about student reasoning;
A sequence of instructional tasks in which students engage;
Evolution of students’ mathematical activity;
The role of the instructor in supporting students’ mathematical development across
the sequence of tasks.

Note that the first three aspects we consider in this paper are consistent with Simon’s [2]
definition of HLT, whereas the fourth aspect reflects our attention to the role of the instructor. Our definition of an HLT differs from others in its explicit inclusion of the role of the
instructor as integral in the anticipated progression of mathematical activity in the classroom. The instructor plays a unique role in the classroom community with responsibilities
of pushing forward the development of mathematics and fostering productive social and
socio-mathematical norms [37] within that classroom community. Thus, our framing highlights the multi-dimensional structure of classroom activity. As the first and third aspects
highlight, the instructor’s role includes considering the learning goals she has for her classroom, as well as envisioning the evolution of students’ mathematical activity toward these
goals through classroom activity. The second and fourth aspects of an HLT – the sequence
of instructional tasks in which the students engage and the role of an instructor – speak to
how these tasks are implemented in a given classroom.

4. Data sources and methods
This research-based HLT grows out of a larger design research project that explores ways
of building on students’ current ways of reasoning to help them develop more formal and
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conventional ways of reasoning, particularly in linear algebra. The instructional sequence
described in this paper was developed and iteratively refined over the course of four
semester-long classroom teaching experiments [7] that took place in inquiry oriented introductory linear algebra classes at public universities in the southwestern United States. These
classroom teaching experiments were conducted in classes ranging in size from 20-40
students, all of whom had been required to complete two semesters of calculus prior to
enrolling in linear algebra. Most students in these classes were majoring in math, computer
science, or engineering.
We use the term inquiry-oriented in a dual sense, where the term inquiry refers to the
activity of the students as well as the instructor [38]. Students engage in discussions of mathematical ideas, questions, and problems with which they are unfamiliar and do not yet have
ways of approaching; thus, evaluating arguments and considering alternative explanations
are central aspects of student activity. Instructor activity includes facilitating these discussions, in which the instructor consistently inquires into students’ mathematical reasoning.
More specifically, we broadly align our approach to mathematics teaching and learning
with the work of Freudenthal [29] and Gravemeijer [31]. Specifically, in viewing mathematics as an inherently human activity, we aim to structure students’ mathematical learning around their work (much of which is done in groups with their peers) solving novel
problems designed to recreate a need for important mathematical ideas. The approaches
and conjectures students develop as they work on these tasks serve as the basis for mathematical discussions aimed at supporting students’ learning of topics at hand and their reinvention of important mathematical ideas. In these settings, the role of the instructor is to
select and pose appropriate mathematical tasks to students, provide them with opportunities to engage in solving these tasks, and structure classroom discussions following students’
work on these tasks so that students have the opportunity to discover important mathematical relationships. The role of the instructor is to guide the discussion so that it attends to
important mathematical ideas and to link the language and notation of students to more
conventional notation of the mathematics community as the need for appropriate language
and notation arises through careful design and sequencing of high quality mathematical
tasks.
During each classroom teaching experiment, we videotaped every class period using
three video cameras that focused on both whole class discussion and small group work.
We also collected student written work from each class day. As a research team, we met
approximately three times a week in order to debrief after class, discuss students’ work and
mathematical development in the class, and plan the following class. We also used these
meetings to inform decisions regarding the subsequent iteration of the classroom teaching
experiment. Over the four CTEs, as we deepened our knowledge of student thinking and
its development in linear algebra, we concurrently refined the learning goals and instructional tasks to reflect what we learned about students’ conceptual resources and sources of
struggle. Importantly, we have come to better understand the instructors’ role in supporting
students’ learning in this context. One of the results from this extensive iterative work is an
articulation of an HLT for interpreting linear transformations in the context of matrix multiplication. Examples presented in this paper were taken from the fourth classroom teaching experiment, in which one of the authors of this paper served as teacher-researcher and
her method of instruction aligned with the aforementioned characterization of inquiryoriented instruction.
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In order to develop and articulate the HLT presented in this paper, instructor and student notes were used to reconstruct the broad progression of classroom activity across the
set of tasks; these were used to identify relevant segments of classroom video from the
classroom teaching experiment. Our research team generated memos to document students’ mathematical activity and the role of the instructor in progressing through this particular enactment of the instructional sequence, paying particular attention to the variety
of student interpretations elicited by the task, issues that were problematic for students,
and the role of the instructor in negotiating sense-making around student generated notation and connecting to more conventional notation used by the broader mathematical
community.
Prior to the instructional sequence driven by this HLT, the class had engaged in an RMEinspired instructional sequence focused on conceptual understanding of linear combinations, span, and linear independence [39]. The class also developed solution techniques
for linear systems to help answer questions regarding span and linear independence of
sets of vectors. This led to the definition and exploration of equivalent systems, elementary row operations, matrices as arrays of column vectors, augmented matrices, Gaussian
elimination, row-reduced echelon form, pivots, and existence and uniqueness of solutions.
In summary, students were familiar with ideas about linear independence and span, as well
as methods of solving systems of linear equations (including Gaussian elimination) and
interpreting their solution sets.

5. Results
Our research questions focus on the evolution of students’ reasoning and the teacher’s role
in this evolution. These questions are tightly linked with the last two components of our
definition of an HLT (the evolution of students’ mathematical activity and the role of the
instructor in that evolution). As such, we use the first two components of an HLT (learning goals and sequence of tasks) to structure our results. The HLT developed in this report
encompasses four learning goals: (a) interpreting a linear transformation as a mathematical
entity that transforms input vectors to output vectors; (b) interpreting matrix multiplication
in terms of the composition of linear transformations; (c) conceptualizing an inverse transformation as ‘undoing’ the original transformation; and (d) conceptualizing linear transformations as entities that geometrically transform a space. In our analysis, we noted that
rather than being purely sequential in nature, these four learning goals interweave as students’ reasoning develops. In particular, we view learning goal (a) as a local view of linear
transformation wherein inputs are thought of as being transformed into outputs one at a
time, whereas we view learning goal (d) as reflecting a more global view wherein the set
of inputs is thought of as being transformed into the set of outputs in a coordinated way.
The global view does not replace the local view, but rather elaborates it. In the following
sections, we consider in particular the ways in which students develop and relate local and
global views, as well as the role of the instructor in supporting this development.
The sequence of tasks that comprise the HLT begins with (1) an introduction to a transformation view of the matrix equation Ax = b. After that, it is composed of three main tasks:
(2) the Italicizing N task; (3) the Pat and Jamie task; and (4) the Getting Back to the N task.
In the following sections, these tasks are illustrated as we address our research questions
with data from the fourth classroom teaching experiment.
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Figure . The Italicizing N task.

5.1. Setting the stage for Task 1: introducing a transformation view of Ax = b
Before introducing the first task, the instructor in the classroom teaching experiment introduced an interpretive shift toward a transformation view of Ax = b, using the equation
[ 51 23 ][ 14 ] = [ 13
13 ] as an example. The instructor reminded students that they had previously
developed a column view and a row view of this equation. The column view interprets Ax =
b as a linear combination of column vectors, which she indicated could be seen geometrically through tip-to-tail vector addition with 1 and 4 as weights on the column vectors of A.
The row view interprets this equation as a system of linear equations, which the instructor
pointed out could be seen geometrically as an intersection of lines with (1,4) as the point of
intersection. Introducing the interpretive shift, the instructor told students ‘Today we want
to think about a new way, where we think about A acting on x, kind of like an input, and b
being the output. We’re going to call this one the transformation view.’
After introducing this shift in interpretation of the matrix equation Ax = b, the instructor related this interpretation to students’ high school experiences with functions and provided students with definitions and examples of the terms transformation, domain, and
codomain.

5.2. The Italicizing N task
In the Italicizing N task (see Figure 1), the students are asked to determine a matrix A that
represents the requested transformation of the letter N, as described in the problem statement. The task, which was inspired by an example application in Lay’s [40] linear algebra
textbook, is the experientially real starting point for the HLT [31].
In our analysis, we identified three key issues that emerged in classroom discussion
around students’ work on the italicizing N task: (1) what the dimensions of the transformation matrix A should be, (2) how to label the pertinent information on the two graphs of
the N, and (3) how many input–output pairs are needed to determine A. In our discussion
of these issues, we foreground the role of the instructor by attending to the moves the
instructor made that reflect decisions about how to use student thinking to address broader
mathematical issues and about what to tell when. Indeed, the emergence of these three
issues in classroom discussion is a reflection of both what issues emerged for students
as they worked on the task, as well as what issues the instructor chose to emphasize in
discussing students’ work on the task.
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... Determining the dimensions of A: labelling inputs and outputs
The instructor in our CTE introduced this task at the end of the class period in which she
had defined transformation, domain, and codomain, telling students, ‘You’re coming up
with a matrix. The values of the matrix will matter. You need to think with your group
about what size the matrix should be.’ After students had spent a few minutes discussing
this in small groups, there was a brief whole class discussion in which one student shared
his idea about labelling the left segment on the original N and the italicized N as vectors
in R2 , which the instructor related to the previously developed language for domain and
codomain. Before students left, each student filled out a reflection indicating his/her group’s
progress on the Italicizing N task. Many students focused on their ideas about how to label
inputs and outputs, but a number also commented on what they thought the dimensions
of the matrix A might be; possibilities suggested included 3×1, 2×2, and 2×3.
The instructor began the following class session with a conversation about domain and
codomain for the task at hand, using students’ reflection responses as leverage towards
telling them that A should be a 2×2 matrix:
Instructor:
Student:
Instructor:

What about domain and codomain for this italicizing N? Anyone remember
that aspect of Monday?
The domain is the input and the codomain is your output.
Yeah. The domain is the input space, and the codomain is the output space.
If you think about italicizing N, a lot of us think you can have vectors from
R2 , and the output we were thinking of as vectors in R2 . So you’re saying that
the transformation is taking us from R2 to R2 . I saw on a few of your papers
that now we have this, so then what would A look like? … A lot of you said
we need it to be a 2×2.

We note that the student’s comment in this exchange hinted at a local view, referring to
the domain as ‘the input’ and the codomain as ‘your output’; the instructor pressed toward a
more global view by rephrasing this contribution in terms of the input space and the output
space. Following this exchange, the instructor sent students back to work with their groups
to find the matrix that would yield the desired transformation before bringing students back
together to share their approaches in whole class discussion. In the discussion that ensued,
the students described their efforts to select a consistent labelling system for inputs and
outputs. The following exchange shows how one student drew on a local view to explain why
the transformation matrix should be 2×2, and highlights two strategies for representing
inputs and outputs: using free vectors in R2 or using points in the x-y plane.
Kyle:

Kyle:

We figured out that it has to be a two by two matrix, so that when you multiply
it out by a one by two [sic], you actually end up with a one by two [sic] matrix.
So, we know that. But the question is what goes in here [points to empty input
vector, Figure 2], and what goes over here? [Points to the empty output vector,
Figure 2.]
So if you’re looking at your N both ways [draws the original N and the tall
italicized N as shown in Figure 2], then basically the way we had it set up is
that this one looks like a set of three vectors. Zero, three since over zero up
three here. And you have two, negative three, and you have two, three. Or no,
zero, three …Cody was it two, three?
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Figure . Kyle’s explanation of his group’s approach to Task .

Figure . Examples of student work illustrating two ways of labelling.

Cody:
Instructor:

I still think it’s two, three.
Put them both up there. We’re going to debate that.

Kyle wrote the vector [23] underneath his column vector [03]. He then wrote his associated labels for the tall italicized N in a 2×3 matrix, as well as [34] underneath the second
matrix (see Figure 2). In order to clarify to the reader these differences in labelling, we have
included two other examples of student work below in Figure 3.
Kyle concluded his presentation to the class by explaining that there was a point of disagreement within his group about representation of inputs and outputs that arose as they
were solving for the unknown values of the entries in the transformation matrix A:
Kyle:
Instructor:

Kyle:

… Our debate is about what these are [pointing to the column with the 0,3,
written above and the 2,3 written below], not the process of solving …
Ok, so then the debate turned into, Kyle you can tell me if I’m interpreting
you correctly, whether you thought of the thing over here as zero, three or
two, three. [Kyle: Yeah, exactly.] Ok. Can you say some more about that?
Um, we didn’t work out everything if we used the second idea, we didn’t
work out all the equations yet. But when we used the first one, I mean you’re
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Figure . Students set up matrix equations to solve for the values of matrix A.

Instructor:
Jake:

basically, you’re saying it’s the same vector as the first one. So the two vertical lines would be the same vector. But if you grab the same vector, that’s
one spot. You’d basically have to add another, a shift, to get the vector to
look like it does there. But then again, if you’re at 2, 3, that’s like an angular vector up. That’s not a direct line upward. I don’t know how to make it
shift.
Jake, does that connect to your guys’s thinking at your table?
Uh, we didn’t even consider it would be 2, 3. We thought it, we thought as,
when the vector would go to the end, then we would think of that as the new
origin. And then we would do the new vector from that end point.

In the ensuing discussion, several students weighed in, suggesting that the location of
axes is relative. The instructor pointed out that if you do move the origin, then the labelling
system does not distinguish the 0, 3 corresponding to the left segment of the N from what
would be the 0, 3 corresponding to the right segment of the N. One group explained how
they justified the top left point of the un-italicized Ns being called 0, 3 and 2, 3:
Lawson:

Lawson’s groupmate:

We figured all those vectors add up to equal that, so if the answer
works for all the individual vectors in the composition of that vector, it should work for that one too. We made an equation using the
final points instead of the uh, points that add up to equal them. Or
the vectors that add up to equal them.
We just used the line from the origin to that point as a linear combination of the rest.

The instructor encouraged students to keep a consistent origin throughout their work
before sending them back to their groups to finish determining the transformation matrix
A. Two groups explained in the ensuing whole class discussion how they set up a system
of equations to find the entries of A as shown in their written work in Figure 4. Both used
a labelling system more consistent with that of free vectors rather than labelling points on
the N relative to a fixed origin. We conjecture that, because one can find matrix A using
this approach, students did not experience a need to change their labelling system despite
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the instructor’s encouragement to choose the fixed origin system. We argue the fixed origin
system is more compatible with a global view because it offers a way of viewing sets of inputs
in a coordinated way.
... Determining how many input–output pairs are needed to ﬁnd the matrix A
After the class agreed that the matrix A = [10 1/3
4/3] would yield the desired transformation,
the instructor encouraged the class to engage in further mathematical investigations, asking
if they had anything that they wanted to discuss about the solution approaches that the
groups presented. Abraham asked, ‘Do you need to put 0, 3 twice as a vector? Or like 1, 4?
Does it need to repeat in the vector?’ The instructor re-voiced this student question and
posed it to the class, saying, ‘Did we need all three to figure out A? Could we have used just
one? How many input–output pairs do we need to figure out A?’ In this way, the instructor
leveraged Abraham’s question towards a mathematical goal by reframing it in such a way
that would allow the class to explore how many and what kind of input–output pairs are
needed to uniquely determine the transformation matrix (assuming the standard basis).
After discussing in their small groups, the instructor had Randall share his ideas with the
class:
Randall:
Instructor:
Randall:
Instructor:

Randall:
Student:

I was looking at this matrix here and just the first two vectors span, so you
don’t need the third vector.
These two here? (points to columns 0,3 and 2, -3) [Randall: Yeah] Interesting.
Say more about that.
So we said that you only needed two to solve.
Ok, so I heard Randall make a claim. Because the first two vectors span R2 ,
we don’t need a third to decide what A is. Something like that? Ok, well why?
Why would that mean that you don’t need a third?
You can achieve all possible points in R2 with two vectors. Why would you
need a third vector to get where you’re going?
You’re gonna achieve the same solution with those two. So like it doesn’t help
you to have the last one. And so you’re going to do the same process you did
with the first one.

Randall’s claim that a set of inputs that span R2 is needed to determine A is correct, and
another student helped justify this by stating that a repeated input–output pair doesn’t give
you any new information towards finding the solution. We also note that the examples of
student reasoning we’ve highlighted in discussion of their work on this task give evidence
to an increasingly coordinated global view – first being evidenced as Kyle showed the set of
vectors his group chose to find the transformation matrix, then being refined in Abraham’s
question about whether all three vectors are needed and Randall’s observation that you do
not because the first two vectors span the input space.
The instructor concluded class by revisiting the approach shown in Figure 3(a) as an
opportunity to formalize the product of matrices AB as A acting on the columns of B,
because the class had only previously formalized the product of a matrix with a vector.
Finally, homework was assigned that aimed to help students consider geometric interpretations of other linear transformations of the plane, such as stretching, skewing, reflecting,
and rotating.
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Figure . Follow-up activity to the Italicizing N task.

In subsequent classroom teaching experiments, we have followed the Italicizing N Task
with activities that ask students to investigate other transformations of the plane. Such
follow-up activities press students to consider how the transformation defined by A affects
the entire plane (the HLT’s fourth learning goal), rather than just considering how A affects
individual input–output pairs. In particular, it is important that students have opportunities to work on tasks that highlight how points that lie outside the first quadrant are transformed; this work can support students’ further development of geometric interpretations
of standard 2×2 transformation matrices. An example of such a task is shown in Figure 5.
5.3 The Pat and Jamie task
The Pat and Jamie task (see Table 1) most explicitly supports the second learning goal
of interpreting matrix multiplication as a composition of linear transformations. This is
a follow-up to the Italicizing N Task, and it sets up a scenario in which two ‘fellow students,’
Table . The Pat and Jamie task.
Last semester, two linear algebra students – Pat and Jamie – described their approach to the Italicizing N Task in
the following way: ‘In order to ﬁnd the matrix A, we are going to ﬁnd a matrix that makes the “N” taller (from
-point to -point), ﬁnd a matrix that italicizes the taller “N,” and the combination of those will be the desired
matrix A.’
. Does their approach seem sensible to you? Why or why not?
. Do you think their approach allowed them to ﬁnd a matrix A? If so, do you think it was the same matrix A we
found this semester?
. Try Pat and Jamie’s approach. You should either: (a) come up with a matrix A by using their approach, or (b) be
able to explicitly explain why this approach does not work.
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Pat and Jamie, decide to solve the Italicizing N Task by first finding the matrix that makes the
N taller, find the matrix that italicizes the taller N, and then combine them in a way to yield
the correct transformation matrix. Students must first decide if the approach is valid and, if
so, determine the matrices that represent the transformation via Pat and Jamie’s approach.
Note that in the problem statement, the order in which Pat and Jamie transform the N is
not vague (they make it taller first and then italicize it), but the way in which to computationally accomplish this is purposefully left vague. The task positions students to engage in
productive struggle with how to combine and symbolize one transformation followed by
another and why that is sensible.
Two key issues emerged from students’ work on this task: (a) using the outputs from the
‘make taller’ transformation as inputs in the ‘italicize’ transformation to find the correct
matrix for the ‘italicize’ transformation; and (b) identifying and making sense of the order
of matrix multiplication that matches Pat and Jamie’s. In this section, we highlight the way
in which the instructor leveraged coordination of local and global views to help students
resolve these issues.
After the instructor had given students some time to work on the task in small groups,
there was a brief whole class discussion in which students concluded that Pat and Jamie’s
approach seems sensible, and that it should yield the same matrix A as the previous task.
In considering the ways in which Pat and Jamie’s approach might be notated, the instructor
encouraged students to name this matrix B for ‘bigger’ rather than T for ‘taller,’ pointing
out that T had previously been used to refer to generic linear transformations.
As students then tried to find the matrix A via Pat and Jamie’s approach, most were suc0
].
cessful in constructing the correct matrix for the ‘make taller’ transformation B = [10 4/3
However, two main approaches were observed for constructing the ‘italicize’ or ‘lean’
matrix. Some students determined the correct ‘lean’ matrix, L = [10 1/4
1 ] . Others determined
(incorrectly) that the matrix for the ‘italicize’ transformation in Pat and Jamie’s approach is


L = [10 1/3
1 ] , labelled in this paper as L for ease of communication. Note that L is the matrix
that corresponds to the transformation of italicizing the original 12-pt font N, rather than
the matrix that italicizes the taller 16-pt font N. When these students then tried to determine how to combine the matrices B and L in such a way to equal matrix A, they found
that B L = A. This results in the aforementioned difficulty (b), which is not realizing that
although B L = A, it does not accurately reflect Pat and Jamie’s process.
After students had worked on the Pat and Jamie task in small groups to try to find the
‘make taller’ and ‘lean’ matrices, the instructor initiated this whole class discussion by first
clarifying that all groups had gotten the (correct) ‘make taller’ matrix and then asking students to share the matrices they found for the ‘lean’ transformation. The instructor asked
two groups who had gotten the correct lean matrix (labelled L in the preceding paragraph)
to explain their approach to the class, as they had gotten a different lean matrix than most
of the other groups. The first group focused their explanation on how they computed the
lean matrix L, whereas the second group focused their explanation on how they combined
that matrix L with B to yield A. The second group pointed out that they tried adding and
multiplying, and found that LB = A but was unsure why it made sense to combine the
matrices in this way. The instructor used this opportunity to generate a need for consensus, pointing out that both proposed ‘lean’ matrices could be combined (through multiplication) with the two proposed ‘make taller’ matrices to yield the correct transformation
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Figure . A transformational record extending Eric’s explanation.

1 0
1 1/3
matrix A that students had found in the previous task, i.e. that [10 1/4
1 ] [0 4/3] = [0 4/3] and
0
1 1/3
] [10 1/3
[10 4/3
1 ] = [0 4/3]. At the same time, these two approaches had different implications
for the order in which the transformations were applied to the original N.
At this point, the instructor sent students back to their small groups for a few minutes
to decide which approach was consistent with what Pat and Jamie did and why that order
of multiplication made sense. The instructor then asked one student, ‘Eric,’ to share what
his group had discussed:

Eric:

Instructor:
Eric:
Instructor:
Eric:

Judging by the instructions that it gives us, it says, by their approach, find the
matrix that italicizes the larger N, would be how they did it [pointing to the
group who had presented the correct ‘lean’ matrix], because the other one
italicizes the smaller N. So if you’re going by the directions, the way they did
it would be the first method.
By the way who did it?
Jamie and Pat.
Ok, so it sounds like you’re saying, we know we italicized the larger one, so it
has to be this one. But the order, still not sure?
Uh, the orders matter.

Here Eric offered a correct argument about which of the approaches Pat and Jamie took,
but said he was unsure as to why the order of multiplication was sensible. Note that Eric’s
argument drew on a global view (organized around the mapping of the N as a whole, rather
than mapping individual inputs to outputs). The instructor then drew on a local view to
restate Eric’s argument in a way that would help clarify the reasoning behind the order of
multiplication. The instructor redrew a diagram that had been used throughout the class
to orient whole class discussion around students’ work on this task, and used this to trace a
generic input vector x through the series of transformations while linking it to Eric’s explanation that matrix L should italicize the taller letter ‘N’ (see Figure 6). She showed the input
vector x, being mapped to Bx (which she relabelled as y) on the taller N, and that vector y
being mapped to Ly on the final, italicized N – pointing out then that Ly = L (Bx) = LBx.
This pedagogical move is consistent with what Rasmussen and Marrongelle [41] characterize as a transformational record – wherein an instructor provides symbolization for a student’s idea in a way that helps draw on that students’ thinking to advance the mathematical
agenda of the class.
We highlight this episode as significant because it illustrates (a) the ways in which coordination of global and local views can foster an intuitive notion of function composition
in the context of linear transformations, and (b) the role of the instructor in connecting
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Table . The getting back to N task.
Regarding the Italicizing N Task, complete the following: Find a matrix C that will transform the letter on the right
back into the letter on the left.
. Find C using either your method or one of your classmates’ methods for ﬁnding A.
. Find C using Pat and Jamie’s method for ﬁnding A.

to student thinking as she moves her mathematical agenda forward. As a member of the
mathematics community, the instructor serves as a broker [42] between students’ authentic
mathematical activity and the terminology and notation commonly used in the mathematics community.
5.4. The getting back to N task
The last main task in the instructional sequence is the Getting Back to N task (see Table 2).
The primary learning goal associated with this task is the third, students developing the
idea of an inverse as ‘undoing’ the original transformation. It is also intended to further
the second learning goal, reasoning about matrix multiplication as a composition of linear transformations, through exploring the inverse of a composition of linear transformations. This task asks students to find a matrix C that will transform the 16-pt italicized N
back to the original N. Furthermore, this task asks students to determine the matrix C in
two ways: by using a single transformation and by using Pat and Jamie’s method (i.e. by
using two transformations to ‘undo’ what Pat and Jamie did). In this task, we highlight the
ways in which some students’ work foregrounds the local view while other students’ work
foregrounds the global view. We argue that both views are important and describe how the
instructor worked to elicit and help students coordinate their thinking about both views.
In working on the first prompt of finding the matrix C, the matrix that undoes the transformation in a single step, many students drew on their strategies from the previous tasks to
determine C by creating a matrix equation that coordinates particular input–output pairs
from the tall, italicized N to the original N. The instructor highlighted the relationship
between these input–output pairs and those from the original Italicizing N task; namely,
that the inputs in the Getting Back to N task served as the outputs in the Italicizing N task
and vice versa. This emphasis on the role of the components of matrix equations such as
Ax = b and Cb = x laid the groundwork for subsequently labelling the matrix C as the
inverse of matrix A. In our example, the instructor drew on students’ reasoning that the
transformation defined by C ‘undoes’ the effect of the transformation defined by A, and
supported this reasoning by introducing a notational shift C = UA , with the explanation
that UA stands for the matrix that ‘undoes A.’ Given that the instructor had not, at this
stage, formalized C as the inverse of A, the symbol used to notate this relationship (UA ) was
tied to students’ ways of thinking and symbolizing.
When working on the second prompt of determining the matrix C via Pat and Jamie’s
method, the students were faced again with not only determining the matrix transformations for the constituent parts, but also with determining how to combine those matrices
in a sensible manner. Here, the instructor similarly connected to the class’s previously used
labels (e.g. the letter B to label the matrix that made the N bigger, L for the matrix that made
the N lean, and A is the original transformation matrix from the Italicizing N task), with
UL , UB , and UA , corresponding to the transformations that ‘undo’ the original transformations defined by L, B, and A, respectively. Also note that the notation in Figure 7 is layered
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Figure . Negotiation of meaning for the ‘undoing’ matrices UB , UL and UA .

Figure . Student work on the Getting Back to N task.

on the symbolic presentations developed in the original Pat and Jamie task (see Table 1), in
order to further connect to previous work and discussions.
Students subsequently drew on the notation in Figure 7 in calculating the numerical
values for the components of UL , UB , and UA. The example of student work in Figure 8(a)
illustrates how one group notated the idea that that matrix multiplication for a composition
of functions is constructed right to left, with the matrix UL for the first transformation
being multiplied on the left by the matrix UB for the subsequent transformation. The
second example of student work (see Figure 8(b)) shows a student’s notation illustrating
that A composed with its ‘undoing’ matrix UA in either order leaves the input vector
unchanged. We argue that the first group’s work foregrounds a global view whereas the
second group’s work foregrounds a local view by emphasizing what happens to an individual input. These approaches highlight important aspects of the mathematics – both how
UB and UL matrices can be combined to yield the matrix that undoes the transformation in
a single step (Figure 8(a)), and how the composition of a matrix with its ‘undoing’ matrix
maps an element back to itself (Figure 8(b)).
The instructor used the student work shown in Figure 8(b) to facilitate a conversation
about interpreting UA A and AUA as transformations that have the action of ‘doing nothing’
to any given input vector, leading to symbolizing the matrix for the ‘do nothing’ transformation by the letter I; that is, (UA A)x = Ix = x and (AUA )x = Ix = x. As a member
of the classroom community and the mathematics community, the instructor acts as a broker between them by connecting the class’s work with the formal definitions of inverse for
both linear transformation (i.e. a linear transformation T : Rn → Rn is invertible given that
there exists a transformation S : Rn → Rn such that T (S(x)) = x and S (T (x)) = x for
all x in Rn ) and matrix multiplication (i.e. an n × n matrix A is invertible given that there
exists an n x n matric C such that AC = I and CA = I).
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6. Discussion
In this paper we offer a contribution to the growing body of research in the teaching and
learning of linear algebra by presenting an HLT for understanding matrices as linear transformations. In particular, we highlighted the ways in which students draw on local and
global views across a sequence of tasks, and the role of the instructor in supporting students
to coordinate these views to support their learning about a transformation interpretation of
the matrix equation Ax = b and to extend this to make sense of composition and inverses.

6.1. Student reasoning: local and global views
We argue that a central contribution of this work is the articulation of the importance and
role of coordinating local and global interpretations as students develop transformation
views of matrix multiplication. This occurs in two ways: students come to reason about
multiplication by a single matrix as a linear transformation, and students come to reason
about composing and inverting such transformations. By detailing this HLT as a possible route for developing students’ understanding of matrices as linear transformations and
considering what aspects of this route are likely to generalize across instructional settings,
we more broadly contribute to research on student reasoning about functions in higher
dimensional settings.
In particular, we highlight students’ initially local transformation interpretations, which
focus on coordinating an input vector with an output vector (where the output vector is produced by multiplying an input vector by the transformation matrix). In the context of the
task sequence, student reasoning related to the development of this interpretation involved
making choices about how to label inputs and outputs, as well as considering the dimensions of a matrix that would yield the desired transformation. This leads to a push toward
more global views, especially as students begin to wrestle with the question about the number of input/output pairs needed to determine the transformation. In turn, this also carries
inherent conceptual connections to ideas about span, linear independence, bases, and linearity.
A lens that has often been brought to making sense of shifting mathematical reasoning, particularly with regard to functions, is Sfard’s notion of process and object views of
mathematical ideas [32]. Sfard argues that many important mathematical ideas develop
through a process – object shift, both when viewed from a broad historical perspective and
when viewed from the perspective of individual cognitive development. Specifically, many
notions are first conceived of as a process. This process, when reified, can be seen as an
object which can itself be the subject of study and something that can be operated on.
In our study, students’ early work in the task sequence is more indicative of process views
of matrix transformations, and their later work to combine (compose) and undo (invert)
these transformations presses them toward object views of matrix transformations. We
argue that the shift from process to object views of matrices as linear transformations is
distinct from but importantly related to students’ coordination of local and global views
of matrix transformations. For instance, as highlighted in our examples, the local view can
helpfully inform the rationale for computational order and notational representations for
composition and inverses. However, there is a need to shift away from a local view that
focuses on individual inputs and outputs in order to consider how two transformations can
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be combined or inverted, as this involves thinking about how the matrix transformations
themselves interact with one another (and in fact requires associativity of matrix multiplication). The global view, on the other hand, may be less helpful for thinking about how
to combine transformations, but is important for supporting how students come to think
about the transformation affecting the space in a coordinated way – which points to important aspects of the structure of Rn as a vector space (in particular, a space that is closed under
linear combinations) and matrix transformations as linear mappings which nicely preserve
that structure.

6.2. Instructor role
The instructor’s role is inherently intertwined with the development of students’ reasoning documented in this paper. We highlight two aspects of the role of the instructor: the
role of the instructor as broadly aligned with literature on inquiry-oriented instruction in
undergraduate mathematics, and the role the instructor played in shaping the trajectory of
student reasoning in this particular HLT implementation.
The literature details multiple aspects of the role instructors play in inquiry-oriented
mathematics classrooms: posing tasks to students that support learning goals, providing
students with opportunities to collaborate with peers, inquiring into student reasoning,
and facilitating discussions in which students explain and justify their reasoning in ways
that advance the mathematical agenda of the class [e.g. 38]. An example of the latter from
our data is when the instructor identified the mathematical value in Abraham’s question
about whether a particular vector needed to be considered to determine the transformation
matrix A. The instructor reframed this as a broader question about how many input–output
pairs are needed to determine the matrix A. This opened an opportunity for Randall to
share his thinking that a spanning set is what is needed.
When implementing an HLT, instructors must also take into account how to support
the development of students’ reasoning relative to a sequence of tasks and set of mathematical learning goals. The choices instructors make as they respond to student contributions
importantly shape the development of student reasoning. To illustrate this, we highlighted
several examples of the instructor’s decisions about what aspects of student reasoning to
foreground in classroom mathematical discussions, as well as what and when to ‘tell’ that
impacted the trajectory of students’ work. For example, the instructor chose to tell that
the transformation matrix was 2×2 after students had an opportunity to form some initial
ideas about this question. Another example is how the instructor framed the discussion of
the two approaches to the Pat and Jamie task. She did not merely ask students to share their
approaches in sequence, but rather she framed the purpose of the discussion to resolve
a very particular point of disagreement about the order of multiplication relevant to the
mathematical goal of reasoning about composition. Lastly, we highlighted the use of an
organizing diagram to facilitate classroom discussion around the task sequence. The use of
this diagram fostered students’ coordination of global and local views and helped students
make sense of computational and notational aspects of compositions and inverses of matrix
transformations. Zandieh and colleagues refer to this as a unifying diagram and argue it is
a form of symbolizing that instructors can engage in to support students in communicating
their reasoning in inquiry-oriented classrooms [43]. Taken together, the examples highlight
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the integral role an instructor plays in supporting the trajectory of student reasoning in any
given enactment of an HLT.
The HLT presented in this paper offers insight into our research team’s ongoing work.
We continue to learn how this instructional sequence plays out in different classrooms
with different groups of students and make adjustments accordingly, such as by developing
supplemental tasks and instructional strategies to account for variation in students’ prior
knowledge (see http://iola.math.vt.edu for more information).

7. Limitations
The findings of this study are drawn from close analysis of data taken from a single classroom teaching experiment. Other classroom implementations of this sequence of activities
naturally give rise to variations in student approaches and classroom discussions. This limits the generalizability of this study in some ways. However, as previously mentioned, this
study aims to document a possible path for the development of students’ reasoning about
matrices as linear transformations. We argue that central aspects of student learning are
likely to generalize and are worth considering for instructors and curriculum developers
concerned with this topic, even if their instructional approach is different from the one
offered in this paper. Future work is needed to examine what aspects of this work generalize to the development of students’ reasoning about generalized vector spaces and how
students come to reason about the role of linearity in understanding the structure of vector
spaces and mappings between them.

8. Conclusion
The analysis presented in this paper has the potential to inform the work of mathematics
education researchers, mathematics instructors, and curriculum developers. In documenting a possible path for supporting students’ development of a transformation view of matrix
multiplication, we identify important aspects of student reasoning and the role the instructor plays in supporting the development of that reasoning.
By detailing the importance of coordinating local and global views of a transformation
interpretation of matrix multiplication and relating that coordination to research on process
and object conceptions of mathematical notions, we offer a contribution to basic research
on student reasoning in introductory linear algebra. By identifying important aspects of
the instructor’s role in the development of student reasoning, we contribute to research
that links instruction to student learning. Taken together, this lays a valuable foundation
that can help instructors interpret student reasoning, that can help curriculum developers
identify appropriate learning goals, and that can help mathematics education researchers
better understand the development of student reasoning in undergraduate linear
algebra.
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